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william C, Harris, Presidential Reconstruction in Mississippil1966] 
Ph. D. diss. at Alabama University 

Harfis begins with the mounting antiwar sentiment building in the state 
even prior to Appomatox. Since 1863 when Grant's Western Army began pounding 

away at the riber towns the smell of defeat was in the air. Former Whigs 

were grouping, requesting that the war be brought to an end. The dislocation 

of the satate's economy was another factor. And the marauding diserter bands 

were so bAfd in the northern part of the state that Confederate and Union 

thofficers thought of joint operations to wipe them out. They were taking 

a heavy toll om the state s farmers and virtually unprotected civilians. 

Mississippi was ready for capitulation when neys of Appomatox arrived. They 

were anxious to begin their own restoration. The point: that Mississippi 

politics thought that restoration would be carried out by themselves. They 

would not be forced from office. 

7. Formulation of the Black Code 

Harris suggests that the strict reservations and controls in the Code may 

have found precedents in both current northern laws--as against blacks 

testifying in courts for or against whites; vagrancy laws,etc. And also 

from some of the regulations of the Freedman's Bureau .. .wece - 

He is perplexed at white the conservative white Mississippians sitting on 

the Committee on Freedmen would still legislate or propose such stringent 

measures in regard to the freedmen. (1)Section 1 denied blacks right to 

hold property. . .or discriminated against their rights to hold property. 

(2)blacks could not testify in courts against whites(3)apprenticeship provisions 

which allowed whites to take in black apprentices under 18 years of age if it 

was proved they were orphans or children of parants who were vagrants 

(4) the vagrahcy provisions. . .after a certain date blacks had to provide 

documents or proof of employment,etc. .. 

The interesting point is that the Code was really the igprk of the racial 

conservatives, or at least those who were more sensitive to the polittcal 

world outside of Mississippi. They wanted to set out legislation that would 

not embarrass Johnson and derail their chances of being restored to the Union. 

The radicals, those who wanted to saddle the Negroe with greater restrictions 

were generally voted down in the Committee and in the legislature. 

Harries gives us the state picture and Rarsh conditions under which the 

moderates had to operate. He discusses the problems of getting the blacks 

to work. . .to contract out for a year,etc. Then there were the fearsome 

rumors of a black insurrection. From Ovt 1865 to January 1866 blacks refused 

to sign contracts because of the '"promises'' of land and a mule by Christmans 
time. . .The story goes that blacks were convinced that forty acrea would 

not be theirs if they were tied to a contract,etc with a planter. .. So all 

fators pressed in on the Mississippi architects of the Bleck Code. ...



James E. Sefton, The US Army and Reconstruction, 1865-1877[1967] 

Sefton's work is a justification of the Military role in Reconstruction .... 

His first two chapters deal with the difficulties the Army had in an uncertain 

situation. The military had no policy for the role it was forced to play. 

Nevertheless it carried out its difficult assignment in an overall 

constructive manner. 

But the army was caughtidf the cross-fire between the politicos 
ny 1866. Sefton also appears to be influenced by the old reconstruction 

about the blackman. He is implicitly anti-Negro in this work. . 

He also seems to take the Army positon that matters were movin along under 

Johnson and that the fall out with the radicals and Republians was a shame 

for all sides. 

Part II Bettig Started Again 

Deals with Congressional Reconstruction . . 

Some provisions of the new legislation: 

Army Appropriations Act--Section II 

of the Act provided that the General-inChief's Headquarters should remain in 

DC. . .and he could not be removed anywhere without his own request unless the 

Senate gave prior approval. It was an effort to fix Grant in Washingtonto 

prevent Johnson from interfering with the Congressional Reconstruction by 

replacing Grant with a placemen in the Military Cpmmand post. Sefton 

confirms that AJ tried to earlier remove Grant by offering him a diplomayic 

post in Mexico. . .Grant refused. .. 

Tenure of Office Act. . .This was effort by 

the Republicans to freeze Stanton as Secretary of War. 

Under the Reconstruction Acts the Military found that their responsibilities 

were varied and covered all manner of duties--keeping the peace, preventing unfair 

court practices, seeing to schools, polcing against "moonshinners," and road 
improvements. .. 

Registering Voters and Removing Officials 

Deals with the confusion that originated for the Military commanders growing out 

of the legalistic and legislative tangle of the first Two Reocnstruction Acts. 
These acts were half-baked when they were passed. . . .But the job of intrepreting 

heir tprovisions and trying to make them work fell to the Army. It was not until 

the passage of the 3rd Reconstruction Act that the powers of the military 

commanders was defined. . . 

Deals with AJ's removal $f Generals Sheridan and Sickles. . .Bith were generals 

Johnson distrusted as abominable Radicals. . .
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